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.{,BSTRACT The last thirty years have seen an increasing development and use of
enended input-output models, in which the household sector is disaggregated to differentiate
;xtween various type of household. The majority of this work has been developed at a single

=gion level, and has recently included the incorporation of labour market accounts to analyse

ae relationship between labour supply and labour demand. In this paper we extend this type
:: analysis from a single region model to a bi-regional model. We outline a prototype model

-d highlight the incorporation of commuting patterns as a relatively new development in this

'rn of model. The solution of the model is derived, in general form, and some observations

- ade about the implications of the solution. We conclude by analysing the characteristics of
-re of the variables contained within the inverse, and raising some more general questions

-out possible limitations of the model.

1. INTRODUCTION

Stemming from the pioneering work of Miemyk et al. (1967) the last thirty years

-r'e seen an ever increasing development and use of extended input-output models.
l":ended input-output models refer to a class of input-output model in which the
--,-- :.;ehold sector is disaggregated to differentiate between various tlpe of household.

-:mmonly this differentiation distinguishes between employed, unemployed and

::Erant workers (see, for example, Madden and Batey, 1986; Batey and Rose, 1990;

-,::-:erhaven and Dewhurs! 1990 and Hewings and Madden, 1995). The majority of
r-< rrork is developed at a single region level, a noticeable exception being the bi-

=:.:nal model developed by Madden and Trigg (1990).

\lore recently Batey, Madden and Thomson (1996) have shown that such

::";:nded input-output models can be further developed by incorporating labour
:--:.:{et accounts (Tyler and Rhodes, 1989) to analyse the relationship between labour

n;?i) and labour demand. In this paper we seek to extend the Batey, Madden and
-:,::rson analysis from a single region model to a bi-regional model relying heavily
:: ::e specification used by Madden and Trigg (1990).

-:r the following section we outline a prototype model that combines a bi-

=: ::al extended input-output structure with a set of labour market accounts for the
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two regions. The attraction of conjoining the two research strands is that attenc:{
can be focussed on the relationships between the demand for labour, migrac:r
patterns, commuting patterns and the size of the labour supply pool. In particular t:
would highlight the incorporation of commuting patterns to be a relativell' n:'
development in this type of model. As a resulg if the model were to be implemente:-

in this or an expanded form, it might be most instructively applied in situatic-.
where there is both significant migration and significant commuting between ct
regions.

Given the nature of labour market accounts, which refer to changes -
populations and their components over a period of time, the model is best regarcie;

as an attempt to represent the change in a bi-regional demo-economic system ir :
given period. For ease of exposition a number of simplifring assumptions are mai:
though, in most cases, we do not consider these to detract from the qualitative impc:
of the model. The model has been constructed from the stand point of analysing :.

system in which there is growth. It may be that further research will suggest that :
is not as attractive a model in times of decline.

In the third section of the paper the solution of the model is derived, in gener-
form, and some observations made about the implications of the solution. \\:
conclude by raising some more general questions about possible limitations of ti,:
model and how the model might, at least in theory, be developed and improved.

2. THE MODEL

2.1 Output

We start with the observation that as the model developed in this paper i:
intended to be a prototype for empirical exercises investigating the changes that tak:
place in regions over a period time, the model expounded in this section is expressec

in change form and not in levels.
One version of the standard formulation of the output accounting identities in a

biregional input-output structure may be written as

(I -A t) LX | - A f-AX 2 - h r"rrLY rr, - h r"rrLy "r, 
- h rrrr\Y r r, - h r"r,,AY 

"r,- hwr\yu - hrw\yu2 - hrrrryrr, - hrrrryur, - hrr*rYr*, - hr**rYr*, = M,(l ,

and

- AzraXL
- hzuraYur

+ (I -Arr)LX, - hrrrrAYrr, - h2EzzAYEz - hr.rrrLYrr, - hr"rr\Y"r,
- hzwLyuz - h*rryur, - h*rry*r, - h*oYrn - h**rYr*, = LFz(2'l

Arrf-- 
| is the bi-regional (2n x 2n) matrix of direct coefficients (see

Arr)

for the variable definitions).

V,,
where I

V,,
Appendix 1
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Equations I and 2 represent the usual Leontief mechanism for a two-region
system, with extended consumption entries for locally employed workers in each

region, commuters from each region to the other, and unemployed workers in each
region. In addition it includes additional migration costs faced by both inter-regional
migrants and those from the Rest of the World.

2.2 The Labour Market

The Labour Pool

In the bi-regional model, those in the "labour pool" in Region l, W, may be
classified into four groups:
(l) Those employed in the region itEr. where E,, is an n-dimensional column

vector of residents of Region I employed by the industries in Region I
(2) Those employed in the other region - commuters from Region I to Region 2 -

ilcn, where C,, is an n-dimensional column vector of residents of Region I
employed by the industries in Region 2

(3) Those registered as unemployed and receiving benefit t/,
(,1) Potential workers who are not registered as unemployed and who receive no

benefit P,
For ease of exposition we assume that the only commuting is between Regions I and
I and does not take place between the system and the Rest of the World. Clearly

W, = i'Err*i'Crr*Ur*P,

Thus over any period

Lw, = i/LEtt+i/Acn+Aur +APr

The change in the labour pool may also be decomposed as

itLE, +i/Ac,-1 Au1 *APr - Mrr*Mrr-M*, = B, -R,

A similar relationship must hold for Region 2

(3)

Aw,=8,-R,*M^ Mr,*M^ (s)

where B, is the new entrants to the labour pool, excluding in-migrants, R, is the

retirals from the labour pool, including out-migrants to the Rest of the World, and Mir
is the gross migration flows of persons to the labour pool in kfrom j to k.

Thus a variant of the labour market account identity is given by

(4)

(6)

itAEzz + itLCzt a A,(Iz * LPz - Mrr. * Mr, - Mn = B, - R, (7)
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The Creation of Jobs
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Jobs become available for two reasons:

(1) Retirements from Employment. For Region 1 these are Rr,, an n-dimensior':

column vector containing retirals by industry, which is assumed exogenous.

(2) tncreases due to stimuli to the economies. For Region I these are given b1

AE, = LrM, ,!

where E, is an n-dimensional column vector of employment levels by indus=.
in Region 1, and 1., is an (nxn) diagonal matrix of employment-output rati::
in the industries in Region l.

So in any period the number of employment vacancies (an n-dimensional colur::
vector) is given by

Y, = )"rLXr+R^

and for Region 2 by

Vr=),.rLXr+R,

How Jobs are Filled

Suppose there are employment vacancies in Region l. These will be filled eithe:

by:
(l) local persons
(2) persons in Region 2

(3) in-migrants to the system.

We assume that the proportions of the vacancies filled by these categories ar€ d,, , d11

and 1t - crr - crr,) respectively.
(l) Local persons may have been

(1a) unemployed
(1b) potential workers
(1c) a new entrant to the labour market

We suppose that the proportions of the vacancies filled by these categories are

d,rF,u, c,,9," and c,,(1 - 9,u - 9,").
(2) Similarly persons in Region 2 may have been

(2a) unemployed
(2b) potential workers
(2c) a new entrant to the labour market.

We suppose that the proportions of the vacancies filled by these categories are

&zryrv, dzr^(2, and ar,(l -lzu- Yr"). Note that such people may choose to

commute from Region 2 to Region 1 or migrate from Region 2 to Region 1. For

ease of exposition we assume that the propensity to commute is the same c' for
each group. We further suppose that any migrant from Region 2 to Region I

(1(
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takes with them Q, additional potential workers.
(3) In-migrants to the system may either choose to locate in Region I with

probability 1t - cr,) or locate in Region 2 and commute with probability cr, .We
assume that a migrant into the system will bring with them 0r, additional
potential workers.

Similar reasoning will apply to the filling of a new job in Region 2.

Non-Employment Reloted Migration

We allow for the possibility that the unemployed members of the labour force
may migrate between Regions I and2, without changing their employment status.
We assume that the gross flows depend on the number of vacancies and are given by

rlri/Y, = unemployed movers from Region 2 to Region I
rlritZ, = unemployed movers from Region I to Region 2

\ew Entrants

New entrants to the labour market in Region l, that do not find employment may
either become unemployed or potential workers. The number that do not find
employment is

B, - err(l - pru - F,")i 
lv, - arr(t - \w - n{rr)i/y,

\\-e assume a proportion p, of these become unemployed and the remaining
:roportion become potential workers ( I - pr).

Changes

- ) Change in locally employed AE,,

AE,, = -Rr, * drrYr*(l -crr)arrYr *(l - c*r)(l -an-uzr)Yr (ll)

l) Change in commuting from Region I to2.

LCr, = cr,drzY, + co(l - dzz - arr)Y, (12)

3 i Change in unemployment

L(J, = -Ru, *p,{Bl -c,,(l -Fru-Fr")i'vt-dn(l -r(w-r(r)itY2'l (B)
- rlri/V, + tlri/V, - 4,,9,ry' 'Y, - arrY rrt'V,

: r Change in Potential Workers
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Ap, = -R", *(l -pr){Br -dr(l -F,u - lrr)t'tr,
- crr(l - n(w -'(p>illq - a'Br"i tY, - d,rryrritY, (1,
* $r,tt - crr\arritv, + $7t - c'Xl - drr - dzr)itvL

- 0,r{t - c,,)d'Lzi'Y, t Qf o(l - &zz - urr)itv,

(5) Gross Migration from Region I to Region 2

Mrz -- rlritY, + (1 + Q,r)(l - crr)arri/Y,

(6) Gross Migration from Region I to Region 2

Mr, = \ritY, + (l + Sr,)(l - crr)a.rritY, (16

(7) Migration from The Rest of the World to Region I

Mx, = (1 -Ox){(l -c,Xl -drr - arr')itYr+cn(l -dr,r-a,,)i/v} (l-

It can be shown that these seven relationships do conform to the labour marke
account identity. Thus the identity may be used in a model instead of one of these
equations and in what follows the equation for the change in potential workers rs

dropped.
For ease of exposition we may reparameterise the remaining equations a.

follows:
(1) Change in Locally Employed

AEr, = -ir, * &rrYr*(L -crr\arrYr *(l - c*r)(l -urr-arr)V,
= -X", * Yr czrdztYr - c*r(l - dr, - arr')Y, (18

= arY, - Ril

dr = 1-czrdzr-c*r(l -d,rr-arr)

(1i

Similarly for Region 2

A,Er, = arYr-R*

(2) Change in Commuting from Region I to2.

ACr, = ctzdrzYz+co(l -dzz-grr)Y,
= (l _ ar,)y,

Similarly for Region 2
Lcrr=(l-ar)T,

(ie

(20'

(21,

(22',t
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(3) Change in Unemployment

Lu, = -Ru, *pr{Br -c,,(l -9,u-F,")ilyr-arr{l -\rv-yw)i/Yz\
- rlri/Y, + tlri/Y, - drr\rrl'l', - urrYr;tv, (23)

= brri'Y, * br'ri/Y, + FrB, - Ru,

where
brr = Iz -prar(l -F,u - Fr") -c,,0,u

Drz = -e,-pldl2(l -n{w- yr")-dn^(w

Similarly for Region 2

AU, = b2JtI/r + brrilYr+ pzBz - Rw

i4) Change in Potential Workers

AP, = -itLE,L - i/Acrr- Aurl Mzr - Mrr* M*, *8, -R,

and for Region 2

AP.- = -itLEzz - itAczt - Lu, * Mr, - Mr, * Mo + Bz - Rz

5) Gross Migration from Region 1 to Region 2

Mr, = tlrit4r+(l +0r2X1 -crr)arri/Y,
= {lr * O,r{t - "rr)qrr) 

itr, * (l - crr)urritY,

'lte fnst of these terms refers to migrants that do not take jobs after migrating and

ire second to those that do, i.e.

Mr, = Mrro* i'Mr* (30)

za,ere M ru is an n-dimensional column vector of the employment of migrants from
Legion I to Region 2 by the industries in Region 2. We may write

(24)

(2s\

(26)

(28)

(2e)

(27)

(3 1)

(32)

(33)

(34)

=iere

-- I

--r€r€

Mrro = mrroilY,

nrzo= 11 *0rr(l -crr\an

MrrE = 
^rrsYr.

frtzE = (l -crr)e'
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(6) Gross Migration from Region 2 to Region I
Using arguments similar to those immediately above we may write

Mr, = Mrro*i'M,r, ( _.:

where Mr* is an n-dimensional column vector of the employment of migrants frc:
Region 2 to Region I by the industries in Region l.

where

and

where

where

Similarly for Region 2

Mrro = ^rroi'
illro= q2+021(l -crr\au

Mrrt = mr.rsY,

ilzrE = (l -crr)u^

kr, =

kD

M*r,r, = krr,

M*rr, = krrY,

(l +c'Xl -cr, -or,)

= co(l - ar, - urr)

6*)i'M nrr+ (l + 0x)r'M o*

Mor, = krrY,

Mor, = krrv,

(-:f

(_: -

(3r

(3e

(7) Migration from the Rest of the World to Region I

M*, = (l +0r')r/11t -cr,)(l -d,, - drr)Yr+co(l -dzz-urr)Yr\ (1i

In what follows it helps to decompose this migration as :

Mxt = (l +0x)t'M*r"r+(1 +0x)t'M*rr' (1i

where M *r^ is an n-dimensional column vector of the number of in-migrants froc
the Rest of the World to Region I who are subsequently employed in the variou-.

industries in Region l, and M *r* is an z-dimensional column vector of the numbe:
of in-migrants from the Rest of the World to Region I who are subsequentir
employed in the various industries in Region 2.

(4:'

(43

(44,

(45 r

(46)

(41)

(48)
where

Mo=(l



2.3 Income

First note that we assume that all employees in any industry in a region obtain
the same average earnings regardless of whether they are locally resident or whether
they commute. We further assume that the unemployment benefit rate per
unemployed worked is the same in the two regions.

The change in income of each of the groups identified in the output equations are
determined according to

AIrr, -rrAEr, = Azr, (5 1)

where w, is an n-dimensional row vector of earnings per employee in the industries
in Region l, and Zr' is any non-earned income of the residents of Region I
employed in Region l.

AYrrr-rrMr, = Mrr, (52)

rvhere w, is an n-dimensional row vector of earnings per employee in the industries
in Region 2, and Zr, is any non-earned income of the residents of Region 2
employed in Region 2.

LY"r, - wrAcr, = Lzrr, (53)

n'here Zr' is any non-eilned income of the residents of Region I employed in
Region 2.

AY"r,-rrLCr, = LZrr, (54)

n'here Zr^ is any non-earned income of the residents of Region 2 employed in
Region l.

AYr, - sA,u, = Azu, (55)

n'here s is the unemployment benefit rate and Z^ is any non-benefit income of
unemployed persons in Region l.

A Bi-Regional Extended Input-Output Model Incorporating Labour

kr, = (l +c',\(l -arr-cxrr)

krr=crr(l-dll-d2r)

AY*-sLtl, = Lz*

rvhere Z- is any non-benefit income of unemployed persons in Region 2.

Yur, - w{rrt - sfnMno = ZM'

63

(4e)

(s0)

(56)

(s7)
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where
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frz =
Tlr+012(1 -crr)a'

and zu, is any non earned or non-benefit income of the migrants from Region

Region 2.

Yur, - w rMzrp - sfztMzro = Zuzr

where \z r:-

lr rt

i:-

f,,

and zM2r

Region 1.

n2+02r(l -crr\au

is any non earned or non-benefit income of the migrants from Region i ::

Yu*, - t,Mxrt, - *rM*tt = zuxt (f

where Zu, is any non earned income of the migrants from the Rest of the Worlc '-:

Region l.

Yun - *,Mxr,t, -,rM nr, = ZMx, (5:

where Zun is any non eamed income of the migrants from the Rest of the World ::
Region 2.

3. TIIE SOLUTION OF TIIE MODEL

The equation system that is described in the previous section can be represent*
by a matrix equation of the form:

CY = Z

where Iis the column vector of the endogenous variables, i.e.

y = [AX, , MT AFEll, Lyrr.r, Lycf., LYc2r, LYIn, AYw, LYML, LYMT,

Lyu*r, LyMxz, Mry M' , Ac'., aczy L(J1, L(Jz,MDE,Mrro, (KA,
M ry M rr", M rro, M ry M *rry M *ro, M *r, M o"r, M y2B2, M 7g2, \" "

AP' AP2, v*v2f/

where the (n-dimensional) vectors are highlighted, and Z is the column vector of
exogenous variables, i.e.

(63
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z = lLF, M, M"rr., Mrr* Mrr, Mrr, Azut, Lzw, Murr, LzM*
Zu*r,Zuo, -REL, -RE2,0,0, prB, -Ru, ItrBr-Rw,0,0,0,0' 0' (65)

0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0, 0,Br - RP B2-R2' RE, Rrrf'

For ease of presentation we may partition the matrix of coefficients C as:

*'here the actual coefficients in each of the partitions is given in Appendix 2.

However in order to investigate, at least in general terms, the solution of the

model we use a 6x6 partition of the form

I-A _h

01
00
00
00
-)," 0

00
-J -w2

0

0

-o

-b

-m

I

0

0

0

I
0

Yt

0

-wl

I
0

0

Yr

r-0
M

The implicit partitioning of the 3x3 partition to obtain the 6x6 partition is shown

D) the dotted partition lines in Appendix 2. The general solution of the model

specified in this way is shown in the inverse in Appendix 3. Here we see firstly two
:mportant variables, R and Q. R aggregates together the income of the various

demographic categories. Specifically, starting from the right hand end of the

expression, we see thatm,the element of the matrix which draws migrants into the

s)'stem in response to vacancies, is pre-multiplied by (f - S1-t, which further

allocates exogenous in-migrants into one or other of the regions. Pre-multiplication
cf this by *, generates the income of these migrants. The second term, sb, carries

out a similar exercise for unemployed workers, while the first term does the same for
employed workers and commuters. R therefore represents the total income of the

economically active elements of the demographic system.
p is a more complex variable. The last three elements of ttre expression have the

efrect of aggregating the employed, unemployed, commuters and migrants into their

irnal regions of location, while the second term generates job demand from total

iemographic consumption. Subtracting change in workers, unemployed and migrants

ro- .h*ge in labour demand provides a first round balance of vacancies and

:hange in potential workers: g -t therefore represents the total number of vacancies

geneiated in the system as a result of demographic consumption after changes in the

economically active population have been taken into account.
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Q-' is clearly a pivotal variable in the model ( see Appendix 3). The sixth

column, representing the effect upon different variables of the system of changes in

retirals and "births", consists of fairly straightforward variations on the theme o:
g-t . For example, the fifth term in this column generates migrants from Q 

-1 r'ia
m,thenallocates them to their destination regions via (1 - 0)-t . Th. fourth term does

the same for unemployed workers, and the third term the same for employed

workers. Term two generates the total income of all workers generated from the

retiral and birth changes, and term one runs that income through the consumption

vector ft and the Leontief industrial part of the model to derive changes in gross

outputs.
Other columns may be interpreted in similar ways. The first column, for

example, transforms indusfrial final demands through )'1t - ,11-r into labour demand
which is then transformed by Q 

-' into vacancies, and hence, depending on the

premultiplying terms, gross outputs, incomes, employed workers, commuters and

migrants. Column two represents the effects upon the system of changes in

exogenous income, reflected in Appendix 3 by the post-multiplication of the terms

by the vector lz. Exogenous injections of employed, unemployed and migrant
workers have an attenuating effect, although interpretation here, as always, is in
economic/demographic terms obscure.

Further research will derive an empirical version of the model, and will include
as well as scenario testing and multiplier analysis the inspection and analysis of the

terms Q and R, and other elements of the inverse. Possible further extensions of the

model would involve endogenisation of the demographic side of the system b1

including a cohort survival model within the matrix sffucture. This would enable

explicit modelling of entry to and exit from the labour market due to ageing, and

would permit relationships between migration and population to be modelled
endogenously.
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APPENDD( 1: Definitions of Variables

X, ndimersionalcolumnvectoroftregrossouputsofindustiesinRegionr (r = 1,2)
hrr, n-dimensional column vector of the proportion of their income that persons

resident in Region I and employed in Region I spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region I

hrr, n-dimensional column vector of the proportion of their income that persons

resident in Region I and employed in Region I spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region 2

Yrr,. total income of persons resident in Region 1 and employed in Region I
h,,r, n-dimensional column vector of the proportion of their income that persons

resident in Region 2 and employed in Region 2 spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region I

hrr, n-dimensional column vector of the proportion of their income that persons

resident in Region 2 and employed in Region 2 spend on tle outputs of the
industries of Region 2

Yr, total income of persons resident in Region 2 and employed in Region 2

hrr, n-dimensional column vector of the proportion of their income that persons

resident in Region I and employed in Region 2 spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region I

hr",,, n-dimensional column vector of the proportion of their income that persons

resident in Region I and employed in Region 2 spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region 2

Yr' total income of persons resident in Region I and employed in Region 2 (i.e.
commuters from Region I to Region 2)

hr"r., n-dimensional column vector of the proportion of their income that persons

resident in Region 2 and employed in Region I spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region i

h'r,, n-dimensional column vector of the proportion of their income that persons

resident in Region 2 and employed in Region I spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region 2

Yr^ total income of persons resident in Region 2 and employed in Region I (i.e.

commuters from Region 2 to Region l)
hru, n-dimensional column vector of the proportion of their income that

unemployed persons resident in Region 1 spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region I
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hru, n-dimensional column vector of the proportion of their income thar
unemployed persons in Region I spend on the outputs of the industries of
Region 2

Yu, total income of unemployed persons in Region I
hr* n-dimensional column vector of the proportion of their income thar

unemployed persons resident in Region 2 spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region I

hru, n-dimensional column vector of the proportion of their income thar

unemployed persons in Region 2 spend on the outputs of the industries of
Region 2

Yw total income of unemployed persons in Region 2

hru, n-dimensional column vector of the additional proportion of their income
that migrants from Region I to Region 2 spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region I

hr.u' n-dimensional column vector of the additional proportion of their income
that migrants from Region I to Region 2 spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region 2

Yu, total income of migrants from Region I to Region 2

hru^ n-dimensional column vector of the additional proportion of their income
that migrants from Region 2 to Region I spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region I

h*r, n-dimensional column vector of the additional proportion of their income
that migrants from Region 2 to Region 1 spend on the outputs of the
industries of Region 2

Y*, total income of migrants from Region 2 to Region I
hrr^ n-dimensional column vector of the additional proportion of their income

that migrants from the Rest of the World to Region I spend on the outputs
of the industries of Region I

h**, n-dimensional column vector of the additional proportion of their income
that migrants from the Rest of the World to Region I spend on the outputs
of the industries of Region 2

Yu*, total income of migrants from the Rest of the World to Region I
hrun n-dimensional column vector of the additional proportion of their income

that migrants from the Rest of the World to Region 2 spend on the outputs
of the industries of Region I

h*o n-dimensional column vector of the additional proportion of their income
that migrants from the Rest of the World to Region 2 spend on the outputs
of the industries of Region 2

Yuo total income of migrants from the Rest of the World to Region 2
Fr z-dimensional column vector of final demands for the outputs of the

industries in Region I
Fz n-dimensional column vector of final demands for the outputs of the

industries in Region 2.
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